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*is paper investigates the substation inspection problems of multimobile robots for large power stations in smart microgrids.
Most multirobot inspection robots generally face the challenge of path planning, while the current widely used biological
excitation neural network (BENN) methods often have the defect of the neuronal active field near boundaries and obstacles. To
end this, we propose an improved biological excitation neural network (IBENN) method for path planning based on a detailed
architecture and ontology framework, through which the single-point inspection, multipoint inspection, and full-area inspection
tasks of substations in smart microgrids can be well completed. Simulation results show that the designed IBENN-based
multirobot collaboration inspection (MRCI) system can effectively shorten the path as well as the number of turns and then show
better performance than most existing results when implementing various substation inspection tasks.

1. Introduction

Safe and stable supply of electricity is of great significance to
ensure the sound and rapid development of the economy
and society, whereas the grid and substation generally suffer
from long-term exposure to the wild during the transmis-
sion and transformation process. It is necessary to detect and
maintain transmission lines and substations regularly to
prevent large-scale grid accidents, among which substation
equipment maintenance is an important mean to ensure safe
operation of smart microgrids, improve the economy of
power grid operation, and provide good services [1–4].

Most of the current maintenance work still relies on
manual operation, which has the disadvantage of dangerous
working environment and high maintenance cost. More-
over, the factors of high intensity, low efficiency, and cannot
work around the clock are also the main difficulties that
manual inspection must face. In view of this, intelligent
automation technology has gradually replaced manpower to
become a new trend of inspection work due to the rapid
technology development. By simulating operation behavior,

robots have been used in the detection process of smart
grids, which cannot only reduce work risks and human
consumption but also provide accurate data detection and
data collection. However, most inspection robots used in
power stations are manually remote-controlled rather than
autonomously operated and are used alone, lacking coop-
eration between multiple robots.

Inspection robots often carry out comprehensive and
detailed inspection regularly for the equipment in the
substation of smart microgrids to achieve all-weather, no-
dead, and efficient inspection work. *erefore, the multi-
robot intelligent inspection system should possess the
functions of (i) autonomic path planning (planning a safe
and optimal path traverses all task points with known in-
formation and information shared by other robots); (ii)
environmental perception (sensing task points, obstacles,
etc.); (iii) fault detection (it should be able to collect data
through visible-light camera, infrared thermal imager, ul-
trasonic device, and other devices and transmit the acquired
information to the background through the communication
module for observation and analysis); (iv) remote operation
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(the staff can realize the continuous monitoring of the
specific fault after the abnormal situation is found by the
remote operation robot).

Inspection robots have been researched for more than
thirty years. *e substation inspection robot was first de-
veloped by Mitsubishi Corporation of Japan, Quek North
Hydro Corporation of Canada, and University of São Paulo of
Brazil [5–7]. A teleoperated robotic platform called LineScout
Technology was introduced in [8], which has the capability to
clear most obstacles that were found on the grid; however, the
main functions and application modules were limited to the
specified platform. Following this line, a method of detecting
power grid lines by using the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
in the complex environment was presented in [9–11]. Fur-
thermore, the inspection operations of flying robots and
climbing robots for power stations have also been made
preliminary attempts [12], although mobile robots were more
widely used in the field of intelligent inspection of power
stations of smartmicrogrids, nomatter wheel-type or crawler-
type robots.*e above methods were based on single robots,
which have become increasingly unable to meet the demand
requirement of operation with the increase of the number of
tasks and operation difficulty. Multirobot collaboration in-
spection (MRCI) has become an important research direction
in robot research because of the natural coordination ad-
vantages; however, it is more complex and difficult than single
robots in terms of scheduling and control, especially for the
challenging path planning issues, which is the focus of this
article. Some research achievements have been made in path
planning of multiple robots. Yu and LaValle [13] investigated
on optimal multirobot path planning over four minimization
objectives by combining the ILP model algorithm with the
heuristic algorithm.*eir approach could achieve good levels
of efficiency. Kelin and Pratihar [14] integrated the genetic
algorithm with the A∗ algorithm to design an approach used
to plan the paths of multiple robots. Pradhan et al. [15]
researched the problem of multiple robots moving towards
individual goals within a common workspace, whereas the
motion of every individual robot is deduced by a novel
Particle Swarm Optimization-tuned Feed-Forward Neural
Network. Luo et al. [16] proposed a neural dynamics ap-
proach for complete area coverage navigation by multiple
robots and achieved high computational efficiency. Woosley
and Dasgupta [17] proposed an abstraction that models the
uncertainty in the paths and aMarkov decision process-based
algorithm that selects paths for themultirobots to find the task
ordering that could reduce the overall distance. In the study
by Rogers et al. [18], they also developed an approach, where
the multiple robots were guided in their decision to select a
location by a utility function that combines Gaussian process-
based distributions for information entropy and communi-
cation signal strength. In a study performed by Imeson and
Smith [19], a framework for solving multirobot motion
planning problems with complex constraints had been in-
troduced. *ey also proposed an algorithm that leverages
recent advances in Satisfiability Modulo *eory to combine
state-of-the-art SAT and TSP solvers. Ayari and Bouamama
[20] proposed a new dynamic distributed particle swarm
optimization algorithm for trajectory path planning of

multiple robots in order to find the collision-free optimal path
for each robot in the environment. More recently, some
heuristic intelligent algorithms were adopted for path plan-
ning of the MRCI system, including the path conflict-based
search algorithm [21] and the probability window-based
multiobjective particle swarm optimization algorithm [22], to
name just a few. Nevertheless, autonomous navigation is still
one of the most challenging abilities for mobile robots.

Robot navigation consists of four parts: perception,
positioning, decision-making, and execution, i.e., all robots
must have the ability to sense the surrounding environment
through sensors and determine its own position, then work
out the motion strategy, and finally control the motor output
to achieve the desired trajectory [23]. Several typical robot
navigation methods include railway track, magnetic navi-
gation, and pattern recognition. Since the railway track
navigation method lacks of flexibility and needs hard work
for the orbit construction [24], the magnetic navigation was
introduced in [25, 26] considering the substation environ-
ment adaptability and cost, where the RFID tag information
(detected by the RFID reader) is uploaded to the control
system via the communication port to achieve the posi-
tioning of the inspection robot parking or turning move-
ments. *e pattern recognition-based navigation method
employs noncontact sensors such as cameras and lidars to
identify the road and, in turn, determines the robot’s
forehead posture, the current road, and the next location to
be inspected. However, it requires a large amount of cal-
culation and has high uncertainty [27].

As the substation environment is relatively fixed, the
static map of the whole substation can be planned offline. In
addition, since the substation studied in this paper is an
outdoor environment, GPS navigation which has the ad-
vantages of high positioning accuracy, and a simple structure
is adopted after comprehensive consideration of the mobile
robot’s path flexibility and comprehensive cost. Based on
this, this paper mainly studies the multirobot autonomous
navigation problem in power stations of smart microgrids,
and multimobile robots are used to complete the collabo-
rative inspection operation in the outdoor large-scale sub-
station. In the following, the inspection tasks are divided into
three categories: single-point inspection, multipoint in-
spection, and all-area inspection. We will design different
MRCI algorithms to complete different inspection tasks
efficiently.

*e rest of the parts are organized as follows. Section 2
formulates the multirobot collaborative inspection problem,
and the main IBENN-based navigation method is proposed
in Section 3. Section 4 shows the implementation process
and verifies the effectiveness of the established IBENN-based
MRCI system in three different inspection tasks, and the
paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Problem Formulation and Modeling

We first establish the intelligent inspection robot system
modeling in Subsection A and introduce three important
inspection tasks and the commonly used BENN method,
respectively, in Subsections B and C.
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2.1. Intelligent InspectionRobot SystemModeling. *e system
is divided into two parts: remote control platform and robot
body, as shown in Figure 1. *e remote console is composed
of a host PC and a database, which realizes the functions of
information storage, status display, overall planning, and
centralized control. *e remote control platform controls
the inspection robot through a 2.4G wireless communica-
tion module, and the inspection robot sends the videos and
images of the inspection operation to the remote control
platform through wireless Ethernet. *e video capture card
is connected to the on-board PC through the PCIE bus,
which is used to collect the images of visible-light camera,
infrared thermal imager, and the front camera of the me-
chanical arm.*e motor driver is connected to the on-board
PC via the USB-CAN transfer card. Auxiliary light source
system, ultrasonic ranging module, differential GPS re-
ceiving module, and speed measurement block are con-
nected to the industrial control computer through the RS485
bus. *e robot is powered by the lithium battery, and each
robot realizes data sharing through the wireless commu-
nication module.

*e substation inspection robot carries a visible-light
camera and an infrared thermograph which is used to detect
invaders and equipments’ fault point, respectively. *e host
PC plays a supervisory role, such as reading the status from
each subsystem, recognizing the equipments from the
thermal image, planning the inspection path, and displaying
the 3D map. *e on-board PC controls the behaviors of the
robots, such as movement, obstacle avoidance, and posi-
tioning. *e associated multirobot collaborative system
adopts a hybrid layout, as shown in Figure 2. *e host PC is
responsible for computing, planning, and scheduling tasks.
Information could be shared between the mobile robots over
a wireless network.

2.2. Task Classification. We introduce three important in-
spection tasks here, which will be realized in Section 4 based
on the proposed control methods designed in Section 3.

2.2.1. Single-Point Inspection. *ere are some important
areas or fault-prone areas that need to be monitored in
large substations of smart microgrids. For these areas, the
inspection robot sometimes needs to carry out a single-
point inspection. In this situation, the multirobot system
assigns the task to a single robot according to the location
of the inspection point, the location of each robot, and its
ability value and then converts the problem into the path
planning problem of the single robot in the known
environment.

2.2.2. Multipoint Inspection. In real applications, there are
generally more than one important or fault-prone areas that
need to be inspected simultaneously. In this situation, the
inspection task can be assigned to several robots according
to the position of the task points; then, the reasonable paths
are designed for each robot to complete the inspection task.

2.2.3. All-Area Inspection. If the entire equipment needs to
be inspected, then the robot should move in the whole
substation. In this situation, the basic process of multirobot
inspection in a known environment includes the following:
(a) grouping of multimobile robots in pairs; (b) design the
opposite heuristic algorithm for each group of robots; (c)
start the inspection, and when it falls into the dead zone,
choose the IBENN method to jump out; and, (d) determine
whether the entire area has been inspected.

In practical applications, no matter what kind of in-
spection task, the multimobile robot system needs to de-
compose and allocate tasks first; then, each robot separately
formulates a reasonable inspection path. *e commonly
used path planning methods mainly include artificial po-
tential field method, A-star algorithm, and fuzzy logic,
which, however, have certain defects for different practical
problems [28]. In order to accomplish various kinds of
inspection tasks, the widely used BENN method will be
introduced in the next part, and the IBENN algorithmwill be
proposed in Section 3.

2.3. Biological Excitation Neural Network (BENN) Method.
In the bioexcitation neural network method, the motion
space of a mobile robot can be represented by a topological
state space composed of a neural network, and the activity
value of neurons represents environmental information.*e
activity values of all neurons are generally initialized to 0,
while the changes in the activity values of each neuron are
described by the following shunting equation [29, 30]:

dxi

dt
� −Axi + B − xi(  Ii 

+
+ 

k

j�1
wij xj 
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−
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where xi is the neural activity of the ith neural, parametersA,
B, and D are nonnegative constants representing the passive
decay rate, the upper and lower bounds of the neural activity,
respectively, k is the number of neurons in the neighbor-
hood, wij and xj represent the connection weight and ac-
tivity of neurons in the neighborhood, respectively, E is a
normal number much larger than B, and Ii is the ith external
input with the following form:

Ii �

E, target;

−E, obstacle;

0, other.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(2)

Excitation signal Se
i � [Ii]

+ + 
k
j�1 wij[xj]

+, and input
inhibition Si

i � [Ii]
− . *e nonlinear threshold function [a]+

is defined as [a]+ � max(a, 0) and [a]− � max(−a, 0). Let
dij is the Euclidean distance between neurons, wij � f(dij),
and f(a) � (u0/a), u0 is a positive constant. *e robot starts
from the starting point to the next position qn determined by
the following formula [31, 32]:

qn⇐xqn
� max xj, j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , k . (3)

*is method ensures that the positive neuronal activity
value can spread outwards and affect the whole state space,
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while the negative neuronal activity value can only act lo-
cally. *e neuronal activity values of the target point and the
obstacle are, respectively, at the crest and trough of the wave,
as shown in Figure 3, so the target point can attract the robot
to move towards it, while the obstacle can only repel the
robot locally. After the robot reaches the next location from
the present location, the next location becomes a new
present location unless the present point is the target point.
If the found next location is the same as the present location,
the robot stays there without any movement.

Although this method can solve the problem of robot
path planning, it still has some problems such as nonoptimal
path, wrong path judgment, and easy to fall into the dead

zone. To end this, an improved bioexcitation neural network
algorithm is designed next, which will be applied for the
multirobot to complete various types of smart grid in-
spection tasks.

3. Improved Biological Excitation Neural
Network (IBENN) Method

When calculating the neuron activity value near the
boundary, the traditional BENN method regards the
boundary as an obstacle, making it relatively low relative to
the surrounding nonboundary neuron activity value. As a
result, the best paths are often overlooked, as shown in
Figure 4. As seen, it is better to choose the path along the left
boundary in Figure 4(a), and the optimal path is between the
two obstacles in Figure 4(b). Moreover, the original method
only considers the activity value of surrounding neurons
when choosing the next path point, which ignores the ro-
bot’s steering in the form process. However, robot steering
requires deceleration, steering, and acceleration, which
greatly increase the power consumption and travel time of
the robot.
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In order to reduce the power consumption of the robot
and to smooth the path of the robot, the following path
decision method is adopted:

qn⇐xqn
� max xj + cyj, j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , k , (4)

where xi is the active value at the current position, c is a
positive constant, yj � 1 − Δθj π is a monotonically in-
creasing function of the moving direction difference be-
tween the current to the next robot, and Δθj is the absolute
angle at which the robot moves from the current position to
the next position, e.g., Δθj � 0 (or Δθj � π) when the robot
moves in a straight line (or turns around). Denote the co-
ordinates of the current position qc � (xqc

, yqc
) and the

previous position qp � (xqp
, yqp

), then

Δθj � θj − θc



 � arctan yqj
− yqc

, xqj
− xqc

 

− arctan yqc
− yqp

, xqc
− xqp

 .

(5)

*e path decision method takes into account the factors
of steering and selection of appropriate c, which represents
the weight of steering in the path decision, only then a
smooth path can be planned. In order to overcome the
drawbacks of ignoring the boundary optimal path as well as
unreasonable path selection, we propose the following im-
provement strategies:

Strategy (i). Map extension, i.e., extend the activity
range of robot virtual neurons
Strategy (ii). Activity increasing, i.e., increase the ac-
tivity of neurons near the obstacle and boundary
Strategy (iii). Node deletion, i.e., delete the redundant
nodes that do not hinder the passage of robots

*e boundary neurons of the original map are extended
outward of one circle, respectively. *ese areas are assumed
to be virtual reachable (not treated as obstacles) with the
positive activity value and can also spread activity around
during the initialization process, but are ignored when

choosing the actual path. *e main purpose of Strategies (i)
and (ii) is to improve the activity value of the original map
boundary neurons, which can be considered as a boundary
protection for these neurons. In addition, if the robot can
bypass the next adjacent node from a certain node without
colliding with an obstacle in a path, the deletion of this node
can effectively shorten the total length of the path, thus
Strategy (iii) can reduce the robot’s power consumption and
improve work efficiency. To realize these improvements, the
following Assumption and Definition are given.

Assumption 1. Neurons outside the boundaries of the
original map are virtual nonobstacles, which also have the
function of spreading activity values, and their activity values
are the average activity values of nonobstacle points in the
neighborhood.

Definition 1. If a robot is on a nine-square grid map-centered,
the top and bottom, left and right, front left and back right, and
front right and back left are, respectively, considered as four
sets of symmetrical coordinates. If any pair of symmetrical
coordinates are obstacles, the robot is said to be between the
obstacles.

If the robot is between the obstacles, the excitation input
of the neuron can be calculated by

S
e
i � Ii 

+
+

n 
k
j�1 wij xj 

+

npos
. (6)

When the neuron is not located between the obstacles,
the excitation input of the neuron can be calculated by

S
e
i � Ii 

+
+

n − nneg  
k
j�1 wij xj 

+

npos
, (7)

where n, npos, and nneg represent the numbers of neigh-
borhood neurons, nonobstacles, and obstacles, respectively.
Let Si

i � [Ii]
− , then system (1) can be rewritten as
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Figure 4: Unreasonable path planning under traditional methods. (a) Path along the boundary. (b) Obstacle intermediate path.
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dxi

dt
� −Axi + B − xi( S

e
i − D + xi( S

i
i. (8)

Hence, Strategies (i) and (ii) are used to increase the
activity value of neurons near the boundaries or obstacles. In
practical application, one of these two strategies can be
selected and used together with Strategy (iii) to achieve
better path planning.

Figure 5 shows the comparison experiment using
Strategies (i) and (iii) with model parameters A � 10,
B � D � 1, E � 100, k � 8, and c � 1. *e relevant data
comparison is shown in Table 1. It can be seen from Figure 5
and Table 1 that the path length has been reduced from 10.07
to 8.41, and the times of turns have been changed from 4 to 1.
*us, the proposed strategies have obvious improvement
effects.

In order to verify the superiority of Strategies (ii) and
(iii), the simulation environment is set as a complex maze,
and model parameters are also set as A � 10, B � D � 1,
E � 100, k � 8, and c � 1. *e initial position of the robot is
(6, 3), and the target position is (1, 30). *e traditional
BENN method, A-star algorithm, and the proposed IBENN
method are compared, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. As seen,
the proposed IBENNmethod cannot only solve the problem
of path misjudgment but also reduce the path transition,
smooth the path, and improve the path quality. *ree index
comparisons of path length, turn times, and total rotation
angle are concluded in Table 2. It can be seen that, compared
with the original BENNmethod, the path length, path turns,
and total rotation angle of the proposed IBENN method are
reduced by 6.12%, 41.2%, and 64.3%, respectively. Com-
pared with theA-star algorithm, the number of turns and the
total rotation angle can be reduced by 16.7% and 16.8%,
respectively, under the condition that the path length is
unchanged. It concludes that the improved IBENN method
shows better performance in terms of path quality and path
smoothness than the other methods.

4. Multirobot Cooperative Inspection
(MRCI) System

In this section, we will implement the proposed IBENN
method to the MRCI system and complete the previously
established three inspection tasks.

4.1. Single-Point Inspection. Assume that there are n iso-
morphic inspection robots with different initial positions
and m areas that need to be monitored in a substation of
smart microgrids, and one of the areas needs to be con-
tinuously monitored at a certain moment. In this situation,
the system needs to schedule a robot to complete the task
following the principle of minimum cost or maximum
benefit. We establish the following mathematical model:

fi(L, D) � min εLij + ηDij, j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , gi , (9)

Ti⇐ cos ti � min fi, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n( , (10)

where Lij and Dij represent the length and the turning
number of the jth path for the ith robot, respectively, ε and η
represent the associated weights of Lij and Dij, respectively,
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Figure 5: Single-robot path generated by the proposed IBENN
method with Strategies (i) and (iii) in the situation of single-point
inspection.

Table 1: Comparison results of BENN and IBENN methods.

Evaluation index BENN IBENN with strategies (i) and (iii)
Path length 10.07 8.41
Turn times 4 1
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Figure 6: Single-robot path generated by the traditional BENN
method and A-star algorithm in the situation of single-point
inspection.
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all robots’ weights are the same by default in the path de-
cision, gi represents the number of paths available for the ith
robot to complete the task T, and fi can be considered as the
minimum cost of robot i to achieve taskT.*e objective here
is to find the robot i and the optimal path gi.

To solve this problem, the proposed IBENN method is
used to calculate the minimum cost of each robot to
complete the task and then compare the optimal cost of each
robot. It is necessary that the robot with the lowest cost
obtains the task and completes the task according to the
optimal path planned. For example, in the 30 × 30 map
shown in Figure 8, gray areas represent parallel devices and
black ones represent obstacles in the site, and there are four
robots, Robot1, Robot2, Robot3, and Robot4, with initial
positions, R1(1, 1), R2(30, 1), R3(1, 30), and R4(30, 30),
respectively. When inspection tasks are needed near
equipment Rtarget(14, 15) (i.e., area no. 9), according to the
IBENNmethod, the cost of each robot to complete the task is
calculated, as shown in Table 3, and then, each robot offers a
quotation according to the above method with f1 � 14,
f2 � 14.14, f3 � 12.06, and f4 � 15.33, which can be cal-
culated according to (9) when the parameter is set as
ε � η � 0.5. According to the calculation, we can choose

Robot3 as the best scheme to execute the task, and other
robots determine their priority as a backup according to the
cost.

4.2. Multipoint Inspection. In the substation working area,
there is occasionally a need to inspect multiple areas, and the
advantages of the multirobot cooperation system can be well
reflected in this situation. *e cost equation of the system
can be described as

F � min cos t � min
n

i�1
fi Li, Di( 

� min

n

i

min εLij + ηDij, j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , gi  ,

(11)

where gi represents the total number of paths that robot i

can choose to reach the target point. Assume that there are n

robots with m areas that need to be inspected
(n> 1 andm> 1) simultaneously, and the collaborative work
of robots needs to be determined according to the rela-
tionship between the areas m and the robots n.
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Figure 7: Single-robot path generated by the proposed IBENN
method with Strategies (ii) and (iii) in the situation of single-point
inspection.

Table 2: Comparison of the three methods.

Index BENN A-
star

IBENN with strategies (ii) and
(iii)

Path length 40.63 38.14 38.14
Turn times 17 12 10
Rotation
angle 21.99 9.43 7.85
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Figure 8: Four-robot path generated by the proposed IBENN-
based MRCI system in the situation of single-point inspection.

Table 3: Comparison of the four-robot path planning.

Index Robot1 Robot2 Robot3 Robot4
Path length 21.73 23.56 20.97 22.80
Turn times 18 19 16 17
Rotation angle 6.28 4.71 3.14 7.85
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Case 1. n≥m: assume that a robot can only complete one
task, and it can ensure that each uninspected area can be
assigned to a robot to perform tasks at the same time. *e
allocation method is the same as the task allocation method
of the single-point robot mentioned above, i.e., each robot
puts forward an optimal quotation for each task, and the
master robot determines the optimal decision-making
scheme based on the quotation of each robot combined with
the corresponding bidding algorithm and assigns subtasks to
each robot according to the scheme. *en, the problem is
first transformed into an assignment problem, which can be
solved by the classical Hungarian algorithm [33]. For ex-
ample, let n � 6 and m � 4, their positions are shown in
Table 4, and the minimum cost of each robot at each task
point is solved according to the above method. According to
the above allocation method, the following allocation
scheme can be obtained: A1⟶ R1, A2⟶ R2,

A3⟶ R3, andA4⟶ R5, and the total cost
F � 9.94 + 9.69 + 6.81 + 5.71 � 32.15.

Case 2. n<m: it means that a robot needs to complete
multiple tasks, and there can also be a situation where one or
more robots are idle. For multiple robots at different initial
positions, the host computer needs to plan a reasonable path
so that all inspection areas can be visited by the robots and
the total cost is minimal. We have designed a genetic al-
gorithm to solve this problem. *e genetic algorithm adopts
the following single-chain coding form, as shown in Fig-
ure 8; when decoding, the Robot2 completes the inspection
tasks of Areas 1 and 3 in sequence, and similarly, Robot1 and
Robot3 complete the tasks of Areas 4 and 6 and Areas 2 and 5
in sequence.*is coding method has the advantage of strong
readability; however, it is easy to produce infeasible solutions
during crossover and mutation. *erefore, different repair
algorithms are used to repair the infeasible solutions.

Crossover. Use Partial-Mapped Crossover (PMX) op-
erator when generating a new gene chain. If it is not a
feasible solution, then fix it. *e specific repair method
is to find the repetitive genes in gene chain A that cause
infeasible solutions (there may be multiple groups), one
of which must be in the cross-replacement gene se-
quence, then find the gene that maps to the gene in gene
chain B, and use it to replace the repetitive genes in
chain A that are not in the cross-replacement sequence.
Mutation. Randomly select two genes in the gene chain,
and determine whether one of their positions is at the
end of the gene chain. If not, exchange their positions in
the gene chain.
Selection. *e tournament selection method is used,
that is, a certain number of individuals are removed
from the population each time; then, the best one is
selected to enter the offspring population. Repeat this
operation until the new population size reaches the
original population size.

For example, in a 30 × 30 map, the initial positions of the
Robots 1 − 3 are Rstart

1 (1, 10), Rstart
2 (15, 30), and

Rstart
3 (30, 10), and the positions of the 6 inspection points are

A1(11, 27), A2(29, 28), A3(3, 18), A4(16, 15), A5(13, 3), and
A6(26, 6). *e initial azimuth of the robot is (0, −π/2, −π).
Using the proposed IBENN method above, the optimal path
and the minimum cost between each point can be calculated.
*e genetic algorithm can draw the following distribution
plan:

R1⟶ A3⟶ A1⟶ A4⟶ A5; R2⟶ A2; R3⟶ A6.

(12)

*e total cost is 45.28, and the multirobot multipoint
inspection path is shown in Figure 9, where the red star
indicates the inspection point and the blue star indicates the
initial position of each robot.

4.3. All-Area Inspection. Since the substation of smart
microgrids is exposed to the outdoors for a long time, it is
easy to break into foreign objects or other dangerous goods.
It is necessary to conduct regular inspections of the entire
power station of smart microgrids for all-area coverage.
However, performing this task by a single robot may take a
long time and is inefficient. *erefore, a multirobot col-
laborative whole-area inspection program is designed.

Divide every two robots into a group, and design a
heuristic algorithm for each robot. *e priority of the
heuristic algorithm of the robots in each group is opposite,
which ensures that each group of robots can start inspections
from different directions. When the robot enters the dead
zone position, according to the proposed IBENN method
above, the optimal path from the dead zone position to the
uninspected area can be planned. *e robot moves to this
area and continues to inspect according to the original
heuristic algorithm. For example, in a 30 × 30 map, there are
parallel devices and various obstacle points, as shown in
Figure 10. Two robots in the area are used to coordinate to
complete the all-area inspection task.*e steering priority of
the heuristic algorithm of Robot1: W − S − SW − NW − N −

E − SE − NE and Robot2: E − N − NE − SE − S − W − NW

−SW, and the initial positions are (1, 1) and (30, 1),
respectively.

Simulation experiments were carried out in the ob-
stacle-free and obstacle environments, and the results are
shown in Figures 11 and 12 and Table 5, where the red and
blue represent Robots 1 and 2, respectively, pink dots
express repeated path points, dots mean the final position
of the robot when the task is completed, and stars rep-
resent the initial position. It can be seen from Table 5 that,
in a simple map, when there are no other obstacles in the
inspection area and only parallel substation equipment,

Table 4: Comparison of the four-robot path planning.

Position Area1(9,16) Area2(16,16) Area3(22,7) Area4(22,25)

R1(1,1) 9.94 14.92 14.88 18.01
R2(15,1) 10.31 9.69 7.88 16.88
R3(30,1) 15.96 14.42 6.81 15.23
R4(1,30) 11.01 11.58 19.87 12.71
R5(15,30) 10.60 9.56 16.09 5.71
R6(30,30) 25.18 14.41 15.51 11.32
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this method can achieve 100% coverage without over-
lapping areas. When there are various obstacles in the
inspection area, this method can also achieve 100% full-

coverage inspection, but there is a repetition rate of 2.3%.
Hence, compared with other inspection methods, the
proposed IBENN method does not need to set a template
operator and has strong versatility. Multirobot collabo-
ration can complete the entire area and full-coverage
inspection task.

To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed
control schemes, we carry out the simulation experiment
with Coppelia Sim Software in the space of 30m× 30m. *e
two inspection robots are in the initial position as t � 0, as
shown in Figure 13(a), in which the gray cube and dark blue
cube represent the equipment area and the obstacle area,
respectively. *e robot is supposed to inspect at a speed of
1m/s disregarding the inspection time. Using the above
inspection strategy, the experimental results are shown in
Figure 13. As seen, the left robot and right robot fall into
dead zones, respectively, as t � 138 or t � 365 in
Figures 13(a) and 13(e) and t � 357 or t � 306 in
Figures 13(c) and 13(d). However, in these cases, the in-
spection machine can jump out of the dead zone by calling
the IBENN algorithm, respectively. Furthermore, both ro-
bots fall into the dead zone state when t � 395, as shown in
Figure 13(f ). Since there is no undetected area in this sit-
uation, it follows that the inspection task has been com-
pleted. *erefore, the experiment verifies the feasibility of
the cooperation scheme.

A1 A3 R2 A4 A6 R1 A2 A5 R3

Figure 9: Gene chain coding of the genetic algorithm.
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Figure 10: *ree-robot path generated by the proposed IBENN
based MRCI system in the situation of six-point inspection.
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Figure 11: Two-robot path generated by the proposed IBENN-
based MRCI system in the situation of all-area inspection without
obstacle.
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Figure 12: Two-robot path generated by the proposed IBENN-
based MRCI system in the situation of all-area inspection complex
obstacle.

Table 5: Results in obstacle-free and obstacle environments.

Evaluation
index

Obstacle-free
environment (%)

Obstacle
environment (%)

Coverage rate 100 100
Repetition rate 0 2.3

Complexity 9



5. Conclusion

In this paper, a multimobile robot collaborative operating
system for power stations of the smart microgrids is
designed, and an improved IBENN method is proposed.
Compared with the traditional BENN method and A-star
algorithm, the improved IBENN algorithm has an obvious
optimization effect in path length and turning times. Based
on this method, the multirobot cooperative operation
strategy is designed to realize the three classic tasks of single-
point inspection, multipoint inspection, and full-coverage
inspection in the substation of smart microgrids, which
verifies the effectiveness of the main results.
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